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University life: 

I enjoyed studying at Bocconi, but it was very different to Otago!  The lecturers were often late to 

class, and classes often changed at the last minute.  However, on the Bocconi homepage there is an 

individual daily diary which is updated with where you need to go each day.  The campus is quite 

small and very easy to get around.  There are a lot of people around so, similar to at Otago, around 

mid-term/exam time you need to get to uni quite early if you want a study spot.  The students talk a 

lot more in class than at Otago, which can be quite a shock!  One of my exams was an oral exam, 

which sounds terrifying, but was the easiest exam.  The lecturer was really friendly and laid back so it 

went very smoothly. 

 

Language: 

I took the crash course which I cannot recommend enough!  It gave me the basics that I needed to 

get around in day-to-day life.  Usually shopkeepers etc don’t speak Italian, so you do need to know 

how to order food/coffee, ask for directions, know how to buy tram tickets etc.  Do take the 

placement test if you’ve learnt any Italian though, as the classes start with the absolute basics and 

move reasonably slowly. 

 

Accomodation: 

I lived at the Residence Arcobaleno and loved it.  I really enjoyed living with so many people of such 

a wide range of nationalities; it was a really international experience.  The normal problems of a lot 

of people living in one space were there: noisy groups of people having drinks and messy kitchens 

were the most annoying.  It was really easy to meet a lot of people and I made great friends.  Living 

with other exchange students in the same situation as you is a great support.   

The hall is on two tramlines, one of which goes by Bocconi and the other goes to the Duomo 

via a great shopping district!  The M2 metro is three tram stops down the line which is very 

convenient.  It is quite far out from the city which becomes an issue if you go out to the clubs as 

public transport stops just after midnight so you need to taxi back.  However, usually you will be out 

with other people from Arcobaleno so you can share a taxi.  There are washing machines and dryers, 

but I mostly hung my clothes on a rack in my bedroom to dry.  If you get a room there, request a 

suite!  I was allocated one out of luck, and my room was twice the size of my roommates.  The 

rooms were pretty dirty when I arrived, but from then on they were cleaned weekly.  The cleaners 

aren’t too thorough, so I bought some spray and wipe equivalent for the kitchen and the bathroom.  

They change the sheets and towels though, so you don’t have to worry about washing them.   



I really enjoyed living in Arcobaleno, and am very glad that I didn’t move out to an 

apartment.  I got to share my exchange with a whole lot of fantastic people who I would not have 

met otherwise.  There is never a lack of travel buddies!  My group of friends did heaps of fun things 

together, we had a Halloween party, drinks (and beer pong) in the kitchens, travelled, went out for 

dinner, shopping, gelato and much MUCH more together. 

 

Public transport 

 Public transport is reasonably efficient.  As long as there isn’t a strike (the word for strike, 

sciopero, is one we all became familiar with throughout Europe!) it runs mostly on time.  The 

transport chip card is definitely value for money, once you’ve got it.  You need to go to the post 

office by the Duomo to hand in the form, and it takes a few weeks/a month to arrive.  The exchange 

office at Bocconi will help you with all the forms and tell you where to go.  I saw a lot of ticket 

inspectors in August/September before I got my card, but never after I got it!  A few people got 

caught without tram tickets, and got fined around 40 euro.  You can buy a ten trip ticket, which is a 

lot easier (and better value!) than buying individual tickets, from tabbachi (tobacco) shops and from 

the shop that sells magazines around the corner from Arcobaleno. 

 

Food 

 At Arcobaleno I cooked my own food.  There is a supermarket nearby, and the kitchen was 

close to my room so it was pretty easy.  Most often when we went out for dinner we went to 

aperitivo.  Aperitivo bars have platters of food on the bar, and once you have bought a drink (the 

price for the first drink includes your food and is between 5 and 10 euro) you can eat as much of the 

food as you like!  Apart from that, we all tried to eat as many local dishes and food that we couldn’t 

eat at home as much as we could when we ate out.  Italian food is amazing! 

 

Travel 

 I travelled almost every weekend in September, October and November, as did most of the 

residents in Arcobaleno.  Almost every time I was coming back from a trip I ran into someone I knew 

coming home too!  I stayed in youth hostels/backpackers mainly, and almost always travelled with 

other exchange students.  It was expensive, but absolutely worth it.  One of the main false 

economies is taking a cheaper flight to an airport which turns out to be miles out of town and you 

spend a lot of money on transport getting into town.  I met great people in hostels, so it pays to 

make the effort to get to know people in your room.  They usually have awesome travel advice and 

stories to share.  Check that a hostel has individual lockers, free showers, bedding provided, towels 

that you can hire (it saves space in your suitcase!) and it’s great if it has breakfast that you can buy. 


